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Hello and welcome to today's webinar ,Thank you for taking time out and bring here today. We want 
to extend our very best wishes to all attendees in these difficult times ,We wish everyone safe from 
Covid 19 ,we hope it will soon be over. 

Our today's webinar (Egyptian deities in the Greco-Roman era. Overlap and integration) hosted by  
Ain Shams University in cooperation with the Canadian Institute In Egypt . 

Actually it's a very wonderful and great event that brings us together from more than twenty different 
countries,For more support for our communication and for overcoming the barrier of difference in 
languages and accents ,Please follow the translation through the chat room. 

Now I will ask you one question to check  if you can see and hear us well? 

Great ,Before we start ,Let me explain how you can talk to us during the webinar, If you have any 
questions during the presentation ,Just write them to Chat room after the presentation  ends . 

We will have short breaks during the presentation . 

We know that today's topic may bring us number of questions from you and we want to let you know 
that we will address as many as we can in the time we have today, Due to the limited time, it is not 
possible to discuss all questions, so it will be available on the following link on the website of the 
Canadian Institute in Egypt 
http://www.canadianinstituteinegypt.org/egyptian-deities-in-greco-roman-era-the-overlap-and-integ
ration/ 

The link is currently activated to receive and discuss your questions for seven days . 

                  Opening (3:00 GMT) 

Professor Noha Salem  

Our webinar is divided to three session. First, we hear the speech of the Head of the Webinar, 
Professor Noha Salem, Director of the Center for Inscriptions and Papyrus Studies, Ain Shams 
university  .She is one of only handful of women to ever receive this position  

                          First session(3:05 GMT) 

 The moderator of the first session:  

 Professor Khaled Gharib, Head of the Greco-Roman Archeology Department, Faculty of 
Archeology, Cairo University, and the former cultural attaché to the Egyptian Embassy in the 
State of Mauritania. 

 



Dr. Mohamed Ragab Sayed: (3:05 GMT) 

 

 Pharaoh of Bigga a king or a god ?  

The relation between the King and the gods in offerings scenes represents the idea of an exchange. It 
describes the exchanges between the King and the gods. The benefit of the offerings represents both 
the act of the King and the reward of the gods to him. When the King (provider) gives an offering to 
the gods (recipients) they give to him a good reward related with that offering. The subject of this 
paper try to identified who is Pr-aA n %nwt is he a king or a god. The paper will discuss a case study of 
the king as an avatar or counterpart of the god. That will be through examining a number of texts and 
titles of the god/king “Pharaoh of Bigga”. This god/king appears in the mammisi of Philae and also in 
the temple of Kalabsha. From the name of the god/king “Pharaoh of Bigga” it is clear that he 
represent a combination of king and god. The king makes himself as a god in mammisi. And by his turn 
the king offers the mammisi itself to the gods as an offering (3 cases were found). 

 

Prof. Dr. Essat Qadous: The spread of Egyptian deities in the temples 
of North Africa in the Greek and Roman eras (3:20 GMT) 

 

Dr. Maha Abd El-Fatt: (3:35 GMT) 

 God Hermnaubis 

 Hermnaubis is a mixture form of two gods Hermes (Greek god) and Anubis Egyptian god. 
Represented in a human form with the head of a jackal. There is a statue of Hermnaubis is now in the 
Museum of Vatican in Italy in this from and carrying the caduceus (his Symbol) In my own point of 
view that Greeks were not used to have an animal form for gods but most probably in the Hellenistic 
period as an influence of the Eastern civilization especially Egypt. In Alexandria we have two forms of 
this God in the Temple of Ras El Soda he was represented in a human form but in the tomb of Kom El 
Shugafa he had a hybrid shape of a human figure and the head of Anubis as a jackal. He was 
represented in this form because both gods have funeral roles for conducting the souls to the 
otherworld. Anubis was also god of mummification and protector of tombs. The god was popular in 
the Roman period. The temple and the tomb are both from the Roman period. Hermes was also in 
Ashmoninin Minia was associated with god thot and the city was called Hermopolis. Greeks and 
Romans were affected by the Hellenistic civilization and this god is an example of that. 



Dr. Heba Farid: (3:50 GMT) 

 Depiction of Egyptian deities in Asia Minor from the Hellenistic 
period to the Roman era 

 

                Break & Discussion (4:05 GMT) 

 

               Second Session(4:10 GMT) 

The moderator of the second session ,Prof. Dr. Essat Qadous, Alexandria 
University. 

 

Dr. Galal Refai (4:10 GMT) 

 The Role of Inscriptions and Divinzing Attributes in the identification 
of Ptolemaic Royal Portraits.  

There are much more Ptolemaic royal portraits yet unfortunately, the majority of them suffer an 
unidentification so the scholars face a problem regarding how to identify them. There are a number of 
ways to identify Ptolemaic royal portraits. The lecture will focus on two ways used for an 
identification as follows an inscription and deifying features. An inscription on a portrait provides the 
simplest and most direct method. The statue of Ptolemy II in the Vatican is the best preserved of the 
inscribed royal sculptures of the Ptolemaic Period. Another means is to examine unusual aspects of 
the royal regalia for clues regarding identity. The Horus sidelock on the Vienna king showed him to be 
Ptolemy VIII because his titulature alludes to this god. 

Mohamed Hamed: (4:25 GMT) 

 The Protector gods of establishments in the Ptolemaic and Roman 
eras. 

 The paper will talk about the protector gods of establishments in the Ptolemaic and Roman eras. The 
beginning of this presentation will be about the gymnasium as an example of these establishments , 



which was linked to the two divines Heracles and Hermes. First Heracles is the son of Zeus from her 
wife Alkimini, whose original name is Alkidis and he took revenge on his father's wife (Hira).He saved 
the world from many calamities. Heracles' cult appeared in Egypt during the (third transition period) 
and was associated with the deities "Harhaf", the god of Ahnasia, "Khonsu", son of "Amun" and 
"Mut" in the triad of Thebes, was depicted as a child god. Herodotus indicated that Heracles was an 
Egyp8an deity worshiped in Egypt since 1700 BC, also Diodorus said he was an Egyp8an deity whose 
worship had reached even Meroe in Nubia, Strabon said that Heracles had a shrine in Canopus next to 
the Serapeum.  

Vitruvius said that Heracles had a private gymnasium.In Saqqara there is a scene from the second 
century BC representing the goddess Mut, Khonsu and Heracles,The most important relationship was 
his association with Harpocrates because some legends say that Harpocrates fought Set, in the same 
way that Heracles fought his enemies. In Alexandria, many examples of Heracles' worship were found 
on coins as well as pottery pieces from the Roman era. The second god associated with the 
gymnasium was Hermes, son of Zeus and Maya, and he represented the idol of wisdom, wind, and 
hunting, and he was always depicted wearing the sandal, which represents the speed ,He had a two 
snakes-shaped mace.He was associated with the Egyptian deities Juhtiy and Anubis, and he was also 
called the god"Hermanobis" also called the "palster" god, which is mean the open courtyard in the 
gymnasium,as a statue of him was found at Miletius at the Academy of Athens,An inscription has also 
been found confirming that there were some who were putting his statue in a cabin dedicated to 
him.Among the engravings is also another inscription, where Teleponis Ben Balkratz stated that 
Hermes gave him a lot of good, and each of them was associated with an important thing in the 
gymnasium, Hermes was related to art and culture, Heracles' choice of tournament for his association 
with the games.  

The Gymnasium of Alexandria had multiple functions and not only as a place to practice sport, as 
Strabon indicated that the court was part of the gymnasium and there are indications from the reign 
of Emperor Septimius Severus that the court was held at the gymnasium, this is confirmed by 
Appianus, who refers to the trial of the Egyptians for Ptolemy the tenth "Alexander the First" which 
held at the gym. According to Plutarch's text, there is confirmation that the gymnas played the role of 
the court in two places: - 

 The first is that Cleopatra and Marcus Antonius were sitting to hear complaints from people. On the 
golden throne in the gym. The second is that Octavius when he entered Alexandria in 30 BC heard the 
complaints of the Egyp8ans in the gymnasium on a throne specially held for him. It should be noted 
that "Sais" and "Xerxenos" used the gymnasium as a court. Among the important roles that the 
gymnasium played was the military role, as Julius Caesar took it in the Alexandria War of 47 BC.as a 
refuge for the forces and the text confirms that The gym was in the city center and was close to the 
sea. "Philon of Alexandria" confirms the political role of the gymnas during the sedition of 38 CE, as 
the gymnasium was the place where Egyptian forces gathered and hid during the war against the 
Jews. 

Dr. Khaled Ismail: (4:35 GMT) 



Depicting the local deities on the regional monetary categories in 
Roman Egypt.  

The concept and context. From the beginning of Roman Period, The Romans issued a kind of The 
Alexandrian coinages contains of different artistic types, it's hard to find similar of it in other series. 
The mint in Alexandria showed an interesting in presenting the Egyptian deities on the Alexandrian 
coinage from 30 B.C 8ll 296 A.D. (eg. Serapis, Isis, and Harpokrates). What so called The Nomic coins of 
Egypt which are resemble with the Alexandrian coins whether in technique were issued furing the 
period of Domitian to the time of Antoninous Pius. The difference between Nomic coins and 
Alexandrian is in the artistic types which are completely different. The nomic coins showed local 
Egyptian gods which are exclusively worshipped in the metropolis of Roman Egypt in opposite of 
Alexandrian coins which shown the triad of Alexandria. There are many local deities were represented 
on the Nomic coins such as Amun Re /Zeus , the main god of Diospolis Magna (Luxor), Thot /Hermes , 
the main god of Hermopolis Manga( El Ashmunian), and Horus /Apollon in Apolloniopolis Magna 
(Edfu). The symbolic of these deities are shown on the small denominations of those Nomic coinages. 
In some cases these symbols included the sacred animal relevant to the great god of the metropolis. 
This proposed study focused on studying the depiction of the local gods which appeared on nomic 
denominations of Egypt during the Roman period in order to identify the most important deities 
which worshiped in the provinces Egypt in Roman times. Moreover that, the paper will examine the 
tolerant policy which presented by Romans to the Egyptians in terms of the types of Egyptian 
elements were shown on the Nomic coins. 

Dr. Dina Samir: (4:50 GMT) 

 Dandelion use and interpretations in Egyptian records 

 Dandelion is a common wild herbal and medicinal plant used by apothecaries as a diuretic to 
stimulate the flow of urine. The root is “about a finger thick and eight inches long full of a white bitter 
milk”. This latex is found inside the whole plant and was used to treat warts and corns , dandelion 
leaves were “much eaten as a salad .Dandelion root is considered a great survival food because of its 
protein, vitamin, and mineral content. Ancient Egyptians, Chinese, and Arabians have been using 
dandelion for hundreds of years to treat fevers, diarrhea, fluid retention, liver conditions, skin 
ailments, breast problems, digestion, and anemia. Today, Dandelion has been used for liver 
detoxification and promotes circulation, strengthens the arteries, restores gastric juices, and reduces 
cholesterol levels. It has served as a treatment for syphilis, scurvy, gout, rheumatism, colds and 
influenza. However, its main component, safrole, has been found to be toxic and sassafras is no longer 
recommended for medicinal use. Studying those kinds of herbal plants and shed light on their uses 
and interpretations are extremely important for ethnobotany studies in Egypt, Africa and the middle 
East. 

Dr. Hind Ahmed: (5:05 GMT) 



 Representation of Egyptian gods and symbols in the Arts of Ancient 
Morocco. 

 The natural and economic conditions which are suitable to the life of the old North Africans people 
helped to stabilize and spread in its various aspects and to use its potential and it is practicing for 
grazing, agriculture and desert trade, these conditions have made the region a coveted foreign from 
external forces since early, the Phoenicians began their business there since the end of the second 
millennium B.C. by establishment of a number of ports and commercial centers on the coasts of North 
and West Africa to serve their business in the Western Mediterranean. In 146 BC, Carthage was 
occupied by Romans aKer three wars which were known as the Punic Wars which began in 264 BC and 
ended in 146 BC with the occupa8on of Carthage and its transforma8on into a Roman estate in the 
same year, North Africa, unlike Carthage was composed of the two kingdoms of Numidia and 
Mauretania. The relationship between Egypt and ancient Morocco: 

 After the death of Juba I, after the Roman victory over him, the Romans took his son Juba II to Rome 
to receive a Royal education and on he was accompanied by Cleopatra Selene the daughter of 
Cleopatra the queen of Egypt, and there were some noble boys from their country who were hostages 
like Juba Il to have a Royal education and be loyal to Rome, Juba II was a cultured scientist, later he 
lived in Rome and was with Octavius' sister, she raised him but the fate planned to get marry from 
Cleopatra Selene he was the one who brought him up, later Octavius allowed to him to rule his 
kingdom, which named by Mauretania kingdom and he and his son Ptolemy became the Kings of 
Mauretania. It worth mention that it was interest by the art in province of Numidia and Mauretania 
Since the reign of King Juba II (25 BC - 23 AD), at these 8mes, Mauritania had a strong rela8onship with 
Egypt in the Roman era, where the Alexandrian trinity was well known in this region and many artistic 
styles of its sculpture were appeared in a dominate and obvious way in Mauretania, Despite of the 
existence of ancient trade relations that dating back to the era of kings and the presence of many 
Egyptian influences on architecture and religion in that era and the most famous is the combination of 
the name of the Amon with the name of the Baal Phoenician and were represented on the votive 
steles in the Temple of El- Hofra and he was known by Baal Hamon. 

 

                       Break &; Discussion (5:20 GMT) 

 

                        Third Session(5:25 GMT) 

The moderator of the third session ,Prof. Dr. Wafaa Ahmed Elghannam, 
Alexandria 



 Dr. Sohar Deeb: (5:25 GMT) 

Zeus Amun on a coin discovered in the Sheikh Zuid Hill in North Sinai 

 "Clash of Civilizations" is a phrase that has been repeated recently, Man is man, whether in the past 
or present, he is the most important vocabulary of civilizations, always striving for security, avoiding 
such conflicts as possible ... Peoples, whether in the past or the present, despite their different 
cultures, get to know and mix, on purpose and sometimes unintentionally, In Egyptian history, you 
can find leaders who have provided models for trying to unite peoples in order to avoid conflicts, so 
Tuthmosis III presented a model in trying to end regional conflicts and integrate people into one 
another. Also, Alexander the Great tried to unite peoples and end the conflicts of his time. 

The integration of peoples was taking place in all or some of its various elements, political, economic, 
social, and religious. Given the impact that religion has on peoples, integrating peoples by merging 
religious deities was the best and fastest way to achieve unity and end conflicts. Egypt was the first 
nation in the world to exist as an integrated state system, and its various idols such as "Zeus" and 
"Amun" were beacons of many other religions of civilizations. "Amon", the ancient Egyptian deity.  

The most famous among the Egyptian deities, who often took the human form, called him the "master 
of the thrones of the two lands", , and he and his wife,  Amont, represented no vision and 
non-existence . The beginnings of his worship were in the area of "An-Mont" (present-day Armant) 
south of "Thebes" by priests of the eleventh dynasty, after their kings and princes managed to unite 
the country after chaos and political collapse. Amenemhat favored the idol "Amon" because it 
embodied the mysterious element , which is one of the elements of the eternal . The importance of 
"Amon" has increased since the victory of the princes and kings of the eighteenth dynasty that they 
achieved against the Hyksos ,which was followed by the Egyptian expansion in Asia. After "Sheshanq 
the First" assumed the throne of Egypt, he appointed the first priest of "Amun" from his family. 

This position remained hereditary under the authority and influence of the Libyan Pharaohs. Some 
believe that the idea of a divine government, that is, a government run by God Amun himself. Which 
was brought by the Kush pharaohs from "Nbata",It seems that the Pharaohs of Cush were from the 
ancestors of  Sheshenq, and they were the aid to the good priests. Perhaps from this we find an 
explanation for the presence of priests and temples of Amon in the western region of Egypt. Ahmose 
II cared about oases and Siwa because it was the external key to Egypt, especially the caravan routes 
leading to the Nubia and Sudan countries.In "Siwa" he built a fortress with a temple inside, and over 
the days the priests of the "Siwa Temple" became very famous because of the revelation of God 
"Amon".Which was a place of pilgrimage to many leaders and celebrities of other peoples, especially 
the Greeks, because it tells them what will happen in the future. "Amoun" of Siwa was called in other 
kingdoms that are on the Mediterranean coast as "Zeus "because he is synonymous with" amon ". 
"Amoun" was also one of the main deities of the Libyan people, "Especially after Shashnaq the First 
ascended the throne of Egypt,It was also a deity for the Berber people, and it merged with the idol of 
the Phoenicians "Amun" Zeus in the Greek doctrine is the largest of the Greek deities, the father of 



the gods and people, and he was the most powerful of the gods, he inhabited "Olympus", In the 
archaeological area of Sheikh Zuweid in North Sinai, antiquities and coins, including a Ptolemaic coin 
of bronze, were discovered on one side of the eagle, the usual inscription since Ptolemy IV, and on the 
other, the idol "Zeus Amon". 

 This discovered coin, is evidence of the merging of Egyptian Greek deities, belonging to the 
civilizations and cultures of different peoples, as it was also a clear indication of its pursuit of human 
rapprochement between them away from claims of clash of civilizations. 

 

Prof. Dr. Jaume Baldiri: (5:40 GMT) 

 Nectanebo's dream, Nectanebo, the last native Pharaoh under the 
oneiric sign of Queen Olympias  

The thirtieth Dynasty began when Nectanebo I from Sebennytos rose to power and succeeded the 
Mendesian twenty-ninth Dynasty. It is the linkage of Amasis (Rocatti 2005:18). and following 
offsprings (Meulenaere,1963).Successful in his campaign, Nectanebo earns the support of the 
Hermopolitan officials, and the favor of the goddess Nehmetaway. Our aim is to deal with the last 
native Pharaoh, Nectanebo II, who created for himself a special divine magical personality. Through it, 
Egypt enjoyed a few peaceful years, which helped him to carry out a lot of his construction 
projects.The methodology is hermeneutics so as to interpret historical and religious texts, just before 
the Greek sphere were implanted as an idea or attitude in Egyptian native people. Nectanebo II also 
used cryptography on his cult statues that were found in Memphis and Heliopolis. It is a sign that 
Nectanebo began his reign by satisfying the priests of all gods, through the construction and 
restoration of lots of temples, and officialating the funeral of the Apis bull at Memphis. Only little 
evidence of the Thirtieth Dynasty is extant still preserves Old Ancient Egyptian living styles and skills. 
The last native Pharaoh with the profuse history mythical and magic among polytheistic inner 
narrative story of Nectanebo, who fled from Egypt during the attacks of Achaemenian king Artajerjes 
III.  

The Pseudo-Callisthenes was compiled most probably by a Hellenized Egyptian, who concocted 
Alexander’ descent from Nectanebo, an Egyptian king and magician the Nectanebo story and the 
sectionon the founding of Alexandria.Alexander’s visits to Zeus-Ammon oracle at Siwa, his adoption of 
Nectanebo IIas father and use of the Egyptian hostility towards Persia, show a close understanding of 
Egyptian culture and tradition, as well as a knowledge of how to use this togain a strong political 
stance in Egypt.The strategosrepresents the particular Sebennytos story (Bresciani 1984-1985:20). 
Alexandrian story show that the author was interested in establishing Ptolemy I Soter’s legitimacy in 
Egypt as well as Alexander, encouraging the Serapis cult. Alexander fulfills the Serapis prophecy of the 
return of Nectanebo and is shown a vision of Ammon embracing his mother. In conclusion, through 
magic that his kingdom is fated to be conquered by the barbarians, Nectanebo flees to Macedonia and 



seduces Olympias in the guise of Ammon. 

 

Salma Mohamed: (5:55 GMT) 

 The goddess Nehmat Awi in the Greco-Roman era: 

 The goddess Nahmat Awi is known as the wife of the god Juhtiy, in his main worship center in the 
Ashmounin. Her first appearance was as a goddess in the city of Al-Baquliyah (10 km southwest of 
Mansoura. The area was known in the texts as( Pr DHwty wp rHwi ,Or baH) from the era of the 
modern state.She was also known as the lady of bHa, the region of the Baqliya in the delta, and she 
was represented in the shape of Ibis to confirm her connection with god Juhtiy .Nahmat Awi had a 
son, Hr-nfr, the pretty Hor, and it was a picture of the idol Horus, As a protector goddess, she merged 
with Isis ,as she had another son, the idol Spsi. 

 In the late era, the name Nahmat Awi appeared in some texts of Socrates, but the most important 
texts and scenes came from the Ptolemaic and Roman eras, Her name was sometimes written as 
Nahmat Awi ,And at other times, her name was written as "Nehm Awouit" and also "Inm Awouit" 
that mean the guardian of the corrupt or otherwise, and it was also linked to being the god of justice 
and truth, and it was one of the two symbols of the right ofThe Ashmunin, according to Plutarch, and 
the second symbol was Isis.  

She also had some attributes of the goddess Hathor.The most beautiful scenery is what was found in 
Al-Baqaliya in the Delta on a sarcophagus from the era of Apris, where Nehemat Aawi was 
represented by two horns of Hathor.In some scenes of the Ptolemaic and Roman era, it was 
represented by irt Ra, i.e. Eye of Ra.She had the title nbt pt i.e. the Lady of Heaven, and her worship 
also spread in many scenes of the oases, From the Temple of Deir Al-Hajar we have a painting that 
chronicles the era of the Emperor Vespasian, depicting Nahmat Awi as the protector goddess of the 
region of the oases and goddess of justice,It also appeared in many scenes of oases as one of the 
goddesses garrison devoted to justice where there was named Hbnw tAwy, and according to the texts 
of the tomb of Pietoseris in Tuna al-Jabal, a white limestone compartment was dedicated to the 
worship of Nehemat Aawi In Ashmounin. 

 Study of one of the deities If it is always Maat that occupies justice and the myth of Ain Ra, I found 
that the situation is similar to that of goddess associated with the idol Juhtiy in his capacity as the god 
of wisdom and knowledge, and she is the god Nehmat Awi, which takes the same form as Hathor and 
the female form of the lion.  

Nahmat Awi appeared in the texts of the late era, but it continued very strongly in the texts of the 
Ptolemaic and Roman periods.Some have also indicated that it was the one that protected the tomb 
of Pettosers, as it was related to justice, so we find that most of the texts that came in the Ptolemaic 
and Roman era link between Nehmat Awi and the goddess Dixpon, which represents justice.  



The name of Nehemat Awi was written in several forms and she was the Lady of Heaven and was 
represented in the myths associated with Ra and the myth of human destruction (Eye of Ra) She is 
mentioned by this name in the texts of the Late and Ptolemaic periods. 

 She was associated with one of the goddesses who appeared in the form of the female lion and 
worshiped in the province 15 of Upper Egypt, which is the Dino district of the Ashmounian. She also 
worshiped in the area (Bahdat) Damanhur region and was considered one of the wives or concubines 
close to the idol Juhtiy.It was related to two Trinity, the first was associated with the god Hor Nefer, 
and the second was related to the idol Sipsy.It also took a form of the goddess Hathor, according to 
the texts received from us,Petosiers Cemetery in Tuna Eljabl There was a compartment present for 
the gods in Hermopolis from limestone, as it was considered one of the protectors of the Kharga Oasis 
region where Dara considered it to be the one protecting the temple. 

 In the Ptolemaic period, it merged with the idol Decision, which represents justice, so this goddess 
was associated in the texts with many synonyms. Nahmat Awi is one of the Egyptian goddess who 
held many Egyptian titles and was associated with Juhtiy. She worshiped in several places and was 
one of the goddesses that protected the edges because it was of great importance to protect these 
areas. Decision is the goddess of justice, order, fair judgment based on knowledge and she is the 
daughter of Zeus of Themis and she and her mother represent justice and are portrayed as a skinny 
young woman with a balance and wears a laurel wreath. 

 

Prof. Dr. Wafaa Elghannam: (6:05 GMT) 

 The Egyptian goddess Isis as a marine deity. 

 The Egyptian goddess Isis played many roles in the ancient Egyptian religion, so she was a goddess of 
motherhood and a custodian of childhood , a goddess of magic, agriculture and fertility. This paved 
the way for her pairing with most of the Greek (and later Roman) goddesses that correspond to her on 
Function or specialization due to the multiplicity of its functions and the comprehensiveness of its 
characteristics. for example, we mention: Aphrodite, Hera, Nikki, Artemis, Demeter and Tekheye 
where this conjugation and congruence took place in Egypt and abroad. In addition to the above a 
new job ,The Egyptian deity Isis created a role she did not play in ancient Egypt, which is considered a 
marine deity devoted to her for worship and prayers and invitations are addressed to her by seafarers 
and sailors to protect them, their ships and their trade from the dangers of riding the sea, where this 
research paper discusses this new role of the Egyptian deity . 

 

Rasha Ezzat: (6:30 GMT) 

The celebrations procession of the god Dionysus In Ptolemaic period. 



 Who is Dionysus? Dionysus is the god of wine and music and is also associated with ceremonies 
Processions, especially in the Ptolemaic period in Alexandria In the doctrine of the Egyptians it was 
associated with the idol Osiris, and at the beginning it was not a member of the Congregation of the 
Olympian Gods, But Hestia gave him her place. Legend has it that he is the son of Zeus of a human 
woman and she is Simeli, And when Hera was his very jealous wife, she was trying to kill any of his 
son is from another woman, So she went to Simeli, pregnant with Dionysus, and asked her about his 
father and when she told her that his father was Zeus. Hera showed her amazement and convinced 
her that she must see Zeus naturally as a god and indeed Simeli asked Zeus to do it , But when she 
saw him, she died because of the horror and the might of his appearance, as he appeared to her as a 
god of lightning and thunderbolts and went down to the underworld, but Zeus caught up with the 
child who had not been completed, He split his thigh, put it in it, sewed the crevice, and left it until it 
was completed and he was born. Dionysus' first appearance was in the city of Pelos, southwest the 
Blue bones from the fifteenth century B.C. 

 Then he moved to the province of Attica, where its most famous city is Athens, where he was a 
protector of travelers, in addition to that he was a god of agriculture and farmers called him the 
owner of ripe fruits.A number of his statues were represented in a human form and sometimes 
depicted as a figure of child carried by his brother Hermes.As for the main topic, which is the 
procession of its celebrations in Ptolemaic era Dionysus was transformed into one of the stage 
deities,He was a patron of theatrical festivals and processions were held for him a private play in 
Alexandria during the reign of Ptolemy the Second.Dionysus was associated with tragedy in 
Alexandria and the word tragedy it is derived from the name of his favorite animal, Capricorn 
Tarragus,And the word "Taraji" means the one who comes with the chorus, but Edya means singing, 
that is, the sad singing with the chorus. It represents the chorus associated with Dionysus starting 
from the sixth century BC. 

 The goat was one of the animals connected to Dionysus many letters and writings referred to it and 
as Herodotus pointed out in his Fifth book . The history of tragedy begins with a person and two 
daughters of the choir singing to the deity .This holiday was created for Dionysus and they were called 
The adults Dionysians,are related to him ,In the third century B.C., the texts of Ptolemy the Second 
spoke of the procession that Dionysus was moving in Alexandria and celebrated by the king and 
everyone and the group was singing. They used a set of masks, sometimes worn by artists in the 
celebrations of Dionysus, instead of painting the face in white. They considered it essential and 
historians point out that, Dionysus celebrations were attended by about 300 thousand people to 
celebrate the motorcade in the streets of Alexandria. 

Dr. Fathia Gaber Ebrahim: (6:40 GMT) 

 The Roman army under the protection of Egyptian deities: 
archaeological documentary study. 

 Rafiah battle was the turning point in the contents of the Egyptian army in Egypt, where the 



Egyptians take an important role and continued till the Roman times. The army of the Roman Empire 
was the important factor which by him Rome made an important, large empire. The Roman army in 
Egypt has the same divisions of the roman army in general. The documents as papyrus and Ostraca 
and the temple inscriptions from Egypt provide us with much information about those soldiers and 
their lives inside the camp. This paper aims to deal with the documents concerning their relation with 
the Egyptian gods to complete the full image which appeared in some archaeological evidences which 
are depicting some of the Egyptian gods dressed like roman soldiers as Horus and Anubis. The paper 
also will deal with the role of the religion in the camp of the roman army in Egypt and how they 
widespread it inside and outside Egypt. Key wirds: Roman Army, Egyptian Gods, Adorations of 
Soldiers. 

 

               Discussion &; closed (6:55 GMT) 

Thank you for Participating in today's webinar, We hope to see you 
again next time. 

 

 

 

 


